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Abstract:
Internationally, Public and private Partnerships (PPPs) are being used across a wide variety of economic and social infrastructure projects in more than 85 countries. PPPs are a procurement methodology that brings a rigorous risk-weighted approach to major projects using a competitive bid process and private sector expertise and innovation. PPPs are achieving a number of significant improvements in major project procurement and improved public service delivery.

This paper considers the prospects of PPPs from the perspective of government clients and their promoters of PPPs and whether current volatility and uncertainty in the capital markets in Australia will affect the feasibility of privately financed infrastructure, and specifically, the PPP method of procurement. A survey of financial advisers and lenders indicates that present market conditions will be placing PPPs under pressure. Future PPPs will be subject to new disciplines – lower leverage, higher reserves, stronger underlying credit credentials, higher debt service coverage criteria and higher cost debt. This will affect both bid depth and state/government risk allocation with lenders expected to take a tougher approach to the support of delivery and operational risks. This suggests some impact on the value for money outcomes for the PPP model in the short-term.

The characteristics of PPPs will be reviewed in this paper using national and international sources in order to identify those features that will be essential in this new economic climate. From the literature and views of experts gained form its survey, the authors suggest that present market conditions do not close the door on PPPs, but do provide an opportunity for both government and industry to develop a more refined model that is more appropriate for the new environment. This may require a more scientifically costed approach to risk allocation, state guarantee support, improved underlying credit credentials and a rethinking of patronage risk. It is a shared responsibility. It is also likely to be a further step in the continuing evolution of alternative major project procurement mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

In the 1980s, economies in most developed countries were characterised by high levels of public participation in the economy, high levels of state debt and deficits, stagflation and low levels of economic growth. The response of government was to reduce public debt, downsize government, privatise government business enterprises, improve microeconomic performance and outsource the delivery of public assets and services. Private capital was an appealing substitute to state investment and in the early 1990s, procurement models based around build own operate transfer arrangements became more common for the delivery of networked public assets such as roads, water and sewerage plants, pipelines, ports and public buildings (Grimsey and Lewis, 2004).

These arrangements were generally input–specified stand-alone assets for periods of 15-25 years. In 2001, the United Kingdom introduced its Private Finance Initiative which eventually came to consolidate a number of procurement methods including PPPs (Savas, 2000). The Victorian Government introduced its Partnerships Victoria program about the same time and policy variants of these approaches were eventually adopted by the commonwealth, state and territory governments in the following 6 years. Victoria has employed PPPs for more economic and social infrastructure projects than any other Australian jurisdiction and the Partnerships Victoria policy template is widely used as a best practice template in developing economies in Asia, the Pacific and Africa.

Infrastructure describes the structural framework, systems and networks that facilitate economic and social activity in an economy (Rutherford, 2000 and Regan, 2008b). Infrastructure is also one of Australia’s largest asset classes accounting for around $616 billion in assets and around 22.8% of GDP each year (Australian Bureau of Statistics - ABS, 2007). However, economic and social infrastructure plays a much greater role in the economy because of its extensive multiplier effects on most other sectors of the economy. Infrastructure also accounts for 13.6% of private capital investment and around 17% of aggregate gross fixed capital formation, an important driver of domestic demand, output and economic growth (Regan, 2004).

In Australia, around 68% of economic and social infrastructure is provided by the state although in recent years, private infrastructure investment has increased to around 2% of GDP. The average age of infrastructure is increasing and overall net contribution to capital stock accumulation is less than the average for Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries.

PPPs have been widely employed in developing economies for over 10 years as a small but significant alternative method of procuring economic and social infrastructure (Mott McDonald, 2002). During calendar year 2008, international capital markets experienced high levels of instability with a sharp fall in the share market prices of listed infrastructure securities, a sudden and acute contraction in structured and project debt markets and institutional restructuring that saw state bailouts or acquisitions of a large number of privately owned financial institutions. These events were quickly felt in Australia and reflected in sharp falls in security prices, a decline in business and asset-based lending and a sharp rise in lender spreads for corporate, project and structured finance. Capital market observers suggest that current market conditions are the worst they have been since the Great Depression and economic forecasters are predicting
continued capital market instability in the short to medium term and a long recovery period.

2. The Research Aims and Methodology

2.1 Research Aims

The purpose of this study was to examine the present and future use of public private partnerships (PPPs) in Queensland and Australia generally given recent events in international and domestic credit markets and prevailing capital market conditions. The essential research question to be answered here is whether current volatility and uncertainty in capital markets in Australia affects the feasibility of privately financed infrastructure and specifically, the PPP method of procurement.

This research also examined the likely impact on the use, form and configuration of public private partnerships by canvassing three further issues:

1. Whether changes to the financial environment will affect the type of projects suited to this method of procurement.
2. Are opportunities presented in present market conditions and how these can be accessed and further refined?
3. What changes may be necessary to the PPP procurement model in the light of prevailing market conditions and what is required by stakeholders to adapt to changes in this market?

2.2 Research Methodology

The research consisted of a comprehensive literature review and a detailed analysis and review of these works is contained in Regan (2008d). This literature review of more recent national and international experience informed this work at a critical time in the evolution of PPPs and included a significant number of industry and government reports, which abound in this subject (Infrastructure Australia, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c; Department of Treasury and Finance Victoria, 2009).

To give views and focus to assessing present condition a capital market survey was conducted in late 2008. Interviews and discussions were conducted over a two-month period with 18 senior executives selected from the financial services community including leading firms engaged in equity investment, project finance, credit ratings, funds management, financial intermediation, State Treasury and Finance Departments, banking and, the PPP bid market. The survey was informal and confidential at the request of respondents for the reason that responses may influence capital markets or transactions. The interviews with these senior managers/executives were designed to elicit their views on the debt markets, availability of capital, cost of debt, toll roads, credit insurance, unlisted PPPs and general market conditions. These views and opinions have informed the later sections on present market conditions, the medium term outlook for PPPs, market opportunities and the conclusion.
3. Public and Private Partnerships

A significant body of evidence (Mott McDonald 2002, Fitzgerald 2004, Allen Consulting 2007; National Audit Office 2005) points to the advantages of PPPs over traditional procurement methods. The benefits include:

1. The delivery of projects on time and on budget
2. Reduced procurement costs and improved value for money outcomes
3. Improved project management – integration of design and construction processes and full lifecycle costing
4. Adoption of an output specification to encourage design and construction innovation and new technologies
5. Improved public services and qualitative user outcomes

These results are supported by a comparative review of state procurement methods undertaken in 2008 by Bond University (Regan, 2008c). This study identifies the improved performance of PPPs, build own operate transfer (BOOTs) and, to a lesser extent, alliance contracting methods using *ex ante* measures of value for money, the optimal alignment of incentives and process management.

PPPs also offer a rigorous project selection and evaluation process using a risk-weighted analytical framework that features both qualitative and quantitative measurement techniques (Flyvbjerg, *et al*., 2003). This process is now being applied to traditional procurement processes and is achieving similar value for money improvements (Infrastructure Australia, 2008c).

The empirical evidence suggests that PPPs are improving government infrastructure performance in three additional ways:

1. PPPs are an important innovation in the evolution of the science of major project procurement and studies suggest they are a more efficient method of project delivery than the alternatives (Regan, 2008c).
2. PPPs are worth preserving – along with alliance contracting and the input specification models, they are driving favourable value for money outcomes and form part of the diverse procurement tool box available to government for appropriate applications (Clark and Evans, 1998; Mott McDonald, 2002).
3. Private capital markets provide an important alternative source of capital for governments hard pressed to meet the high levels of investment needed to renew Australia’s ageing infrastructure (Wolf, 1993).

PPP projects are capitalised with high levels of debt which is well suited to long-term capital-intensive projects. Infrastructure is a specialised asset class possessing investment characteristics not commonly found in other asset classes. These characteristics include:

1. Stable, indexed revenue streams
2. Low variable cost structures
3. High earnings before interest tax and depreciation (EBITDA) margins
4. Low demand price elasticity (Regan, 2004).

Infrastructure also features low demand price elasticity although recent evidence from toll roads suggests that this asset group may be the exception. These assets are well suited to high levels of debt which has the effect of lowering the sponsor’s weighted cost of capital and improves return on equity. Several early PPP toll road initial public offerings (IPOs) employed stapled security structures and high leverage compared with other capital intensive asset classes such as the resources sector, direct and indirect property. The market appeal of these assets was their robust and indexed revenue stream, strong debt service coverage and the long-term investment horizon which matched the long-dated liabilities of pension and fund managers.

3. PPPs are Dependant on Capital Markets

PPPs generally concern the production of economic and social infrastructure services and are heavily dependant on capital markets. This dependence occurs at five levels.

3.1 Equity capital

Australian PPP projects draw their equity capital from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), listed portfolio investors, banks, private equity, fund managers and institutional investors. Three of Australia’s largest and most recent toll road projects were listed on the ASX and listed portfolio investment vehicles hold significant interests in ports, airports, toll roads, energy production and distribution within Australia and overseas. The ASX is the single largest source of PPP equity capital in Australia.

3.2 Debt capital

PPPs are highly leveraged using medium-term bank debt, project finance or long-term bonds. These securities are placed in debt markets and with private investors. Australian PPPs also make greater use of medium-term corporate debt than traditional long-term project finance. This permits investors to take advantage of short-term revaluation and refinancing although it requires consortia to assume refinancing risk and more frequent visits to the debt market than would be the case with conventional project finance.

3.3 Financial services

The financial economics of PPPs place strong reliance on capital markets for fragmentation of risk and services that include intermediation (debt and equity underwriting), credit enhancement (monoline insurance), credit rating and financial risk management.

3.4 Market drivers

In Australia, the drivers of the PPP bid market are the financial service providers. Their selective participation or withdrawal from future bids combined with barriers to entry created by softer market conditions may lead to some realignment of the bid market. Whether building and facility management contractors are willing to assume a greater equity and mezzanine finance role in their bids remains to be seen.
3.5 Capital market innovation

PPPs benefit from capital market innovations such as the stapled security, unit trust structures and credit enhancement. Recent credit rating downgrades for financial intermediaries including credit insurers will adversely impact competition in PPP bid markets, weaken value for money outcomes and affect the fast-tracking of infrastructure projects which are major attractions of the PPP procurement method.

PPPs are strongly dependant on capital markets although the level of dependency varies across industry sectors, projects and the nature of the revenue stream. In present market conditions, capital will generally be harder to find, it will be more expensive and stricter credit standards may require bidders to take a more conservative approach to risk acceptance. This suggests some weaknesses in bid depth, private sector appetite for greenfield projects and those projects involving patronage risks. A less competitive bid market may also have an adverse impact on value for money outcomes. In summary, debt markets have become strongly risk averse. For projects involving the refinancing of existing debt against mature revenue streams, availability payment streams and sponsor-provided equity, bid market depth and debt market activity levels are expected to remain buoyant albeit with stricter credit standards.

4. Present Market Conditions

The present conditions in debt markets follow 12 months of instability that had its origins in the US sub-prime mortgage market and sub-optimal risk pricing in international capital markets for some years. The asset write-downs, lack of liquidity and low confidence in the market that followed, led to a repricing of risk, a significant increase in spreads (risk premiums) in interbank markets and higher corporate borrowing costs. These conditions were recognition of the deterioration in risk management practices in the financial services industry and lack of trust in financial institutions and capital markets over the preceding 12 months. A decade of low interest rates, bank asset disintermediation and high leverage in buoyant market conditions created circumstances for a pro-cyclical correction which was amplified by tighter liquidity conditions (Reserve Bank of Australia, 2008).

Capital markets in Australia and overseas are presently characterised by:

1. Historically low share prices
2. Limited opportunity for new on-market capital raisings
3. Reduced activity in mergers, acquisitions & divestments
4. A fall in asset values at odds with underlying fundamentals.

5. How are PPPs Affected by Present Market Conditions?

The prevailing capital market conditions are expected to have the following effects on PPP bid markets:
1. Risk is in the process of being repriced but has not yet stabilised. This will place sustained short-term pressure on the pricing of debt capital for PPP projects.
2. A reduction in the availability of debt capital in the short to medium term.
3. Tighter credit standards including lower debt to equity ratios (leverage), higher debt service coverage ratios (interest cover) and wider use of capital reserves and sinking funds to manage revenue volatility risk.
4. Limited availability and increased cost of credit enhancement services and tougher credit rating standards.

A further effect will be the disappearance of the IPO capital-raising model for transportation projects in the short to medium term (1-5 years). The Australian equity market has demonstrated a long-standing appetite for infrastructure securities. The many innovations include the single asset investment vehicle, sector-specific investment vehicles and innovations such as the stapled security. Nevertheless, present uncertainty suggests that the IPO method of raising capital is not feasible in present market conditions and unlikely to make a re-appearance in the new future. There are three factors at play here:

First, the market is wary of high debt levels and distress premiums are greater now than at any time in the past 15 years.

Second, the market has demonstrated a reluctance to carry delivery risk. Promoters may need to revert to quarantining the delivery risks for future large-scale construction projects. The investment grade credit rating given to the Lane Cove Tunnel project by Standard and Poor’s in 2006 was influenced by the underlying credit rating of the constructor, Leighton Group and a qualitative assessment of that company’s capabilities and track record.

Third, new IPOs will need to address the question of optimism bias in forecasting and the perception of systemic forecasting error.

The survey of PPP financial advisers and lenders suggests that PPP transactions will be harder to do in present market conditions but not impossible. The degree of difficulty increases with projects that carry patronage risk and those that require investors to absorb high levels of delivery and operational risk. The degree of difficulty in raising capital for future PPP projects can only be determined on a case by case basis. The factors that will mitigate finance risk for PPP projects in present market conditions include:

- conservative leverage
- high debt service coverage ratios
- adequate reserves
- source and stability of the payment stream
- underlying credit rating
- benign abatement regimes
- availability of appropriate credit insurance
- capabilities and track record of consortium members, and
- state risk allocation.
Refinancing risk is also a potential difficulty for existing projects although mature projects with strong revenue streams, staged maturities and availability-based payment arrangements mitigate this risk. For projects not featuring these covenants, refinancing risk presents a more serious problem.

The survey of finance executives suggests that the cumulative effect of recent events in capital markets can be expected to have the following long-term impacts on the PPP bid market.

1. Equity will be difficult to source. The demise of the IPO equity raising option will also mean the end of other equity-raising techniques employed with this model such as the dividend reinvestment plan and deferred equity subscription arrangements. Firms will find it increasingly difficult to meet new minimum equity capital standards and the short-term outlook is for higher cost of equity pricing.

2. It may be increasingly difficult for small firms and non-credit rated market participants to find a place in consortium line-ups. In tighter capital market conditions, this is expected to result in a reduced number of players in the bid market.

3. The construction industry will be reluctant to provide long-term equity capital for PPPs when the alternative is relationship contracting and lower project risk absorption.

A contraction of the PPP bid market has important implications for the future provision of infrastructure in Queensland and the rest of Australia. These include:

1. A decline in the number of PPPs with the loss of benefits available from this procurement method

2. A slowing of the roll-out of the South East Queensland Infrastructure Plan and Program with consequential effects on both transitional and long-term economic development in Queensland (Regan, 2007a)

3. A greater emphasis on State provision of infrastructure financed through state debt or taxation with associated “deadweight” costs.

Financiers and advisers responding to the survey agreed that new PPP transactions over the next 12 to 18 months will attract higher spreads or risk premiums. As previously identified, this is especially the case with greenfield projects that carry market or patronage risk. Projects where the revenue is by way of state availability payments such as projects in health, justice and education and the refinancing of mature market risk projects should be easier to finance although risk pricing, leverage and debt servicing criteria are expected to be tougher throughout 2009.

A further factor influencing the financing of PPP transactions is the relative maturity of the industry and the allocation of risk. Research by the Australian Centre for Public Infrastructure in 2006 suggests that some infrastructure industries attract lower lending risk premiums than others. Mature tollway projects, energy generation and transport hubs (airports and ports) and social infrastructure generally attract lower debt funding margins, on average, than projects in higher risk categories such as in the water and
urban transport industries. This research was based on capital market indicators for the period 1995 to 2005 and a return beta proxy for systematic risk (Regan 2004, 2006).

6. What is the Medium Term Outlook?

The difficult conditions presently being experienced in overseas and domestic debt markets are not expected to continue indefinitely. Anecdotal response from industry suggests that equity and debt finance will continue to be available for PPP projects in the sub-$300 million capitalisation sector of the market. However, as noted, lending criteria will be tougher and projects with lower delivery and operational risk profiles are more likely to raise capital than those with projects carrying greater risk burdens. This is a view supported by the capital market survey (conducted by Regan, 2008a). In this latter category are projects requiring high levels of innovative design or technology, patronage risk and greenfield land transport projects.

A significant part of the problem for PPPs in Australia is the wide use of IPOs and medium-term corporate finance as opposed to long-term project finance more common in Europe and the United States (Regan, 2007b). The IPO may not be an option in the foreseeable future and medium-term corporate debt may be difficult to source. However, financiers and credit rating agencies report that larger projects with lower overall credit risk will continue to attract long-term project finance. Project finance creates a problem for the Australian PPP financing model for several reasons including the early stage refinancing to capture shift in the risk and return profile of the project, the preference for early stage contractor withdrawal, and an inability to extract the preferred risk and incentive framework favoured by local firms.

Adverse market conditions also present opportunities and Australia’s capital market has proven adroit in developing innovative financial solutions designed specifically to facilitate investment in this asset class. The stapled security, deferred equity contribution and composite group structure are examples of this. Superannuation fund managers and institutional investors are attracted to this asset class because of its investment characteristics which include:

- High capital intensity and EBITDA margins
- Low variable costs and high yield in maturity
- Indexed long-term cash flows
- A long-term investment horizon that is well matched to the tenor of fund liabilities.

This group of investors have a reduced appetite for delivery and forecasting risks associated with land transportation projects. However, as projects shed early-stage risks and revenue streams mature, these projects are more attractive to fund managers. Further innovation in structuring PPP projects for listed and unlisted investments may well target the quarantining of early stage project risks with a view to attracting earlier participation by fund managers.
Further innovation in the PPP model is also a possible response to present market conditions. PPPs are a hybrid procurement form that has proved remarkably resilient since its first use in Australia with the Sydney Harbour Tunnel in the 1980s. Continued refinement of the model to meet changed circumstances including the withdrawal of franchisees, the apportionment of windfall gains, extension of the model to complex social infrastructure services including specialised applications in corrective services, the health sector (Melbourne’s Royal Children’s Hospital, Royal Women’s Hospital) and education (schools projects in NSW, Victoria and Queensland).

7. Market Opportunities

Financiers, advisers and the credit rating agencies indicate that present market conditions favour PPP projects with strong credit attributes. Many of the characteristics of these projects are highlighted above but can be summarised here. PPP projects have a greater chance of success in attracting private debt and equity finance in present market conditions if they possess more of the following characteristics:

- An availability based revenue stream
- Equitable and not wholesale risk allocation by the state
- A benign regulatory framework with a graduated abatement regime, incentives for high performance and robust mechanisms for dispute resolution
- Low leverage or equity contributions commensurate with actual project risk
- Strong debt service coverage and adequate stand-by liquidity
- Manageable technology and lifecycle risk
- Strength in the underlying financial covenants
- Track record, financial or well rated contractors
- Adequate measures for project and financial risk management (Standard and Poor’s, 2008).

Projects that meet this criteria are generally PPPs in the social infrastructure sector especially non-core service delivery in health, education, public buildings, law courts and police stations, corrective services, waste management, energy and the water resources industries. Project size is not a barrier to raising capital for PPPs with these characteristics.

Governments keen to maintain a strong bid market should consider fast-tracking projects that meet these criteria. Governments should also consider a more equitable cost-based approach to risk transfer and guarantees to support privately-sourced senior debt in projects that are suited to delivery by PPP but cannot be financed in present market conditions. This may not be a significant number of projects and will mainly concern those with complex construction or patronage risk. Such a measure will also have the advantage of preserving value for money outcomes in an environment of higher cost private capital.
8. Conclusion

Internationally, PPPs are being used across a wide variety of economic and social infrastructure projects in more than 85 countries. PPPs are a procurement methodology that brings a rigorous risk-weighted approach to major projects using a competitive bid process and private sector expertise and innovation. PPPs are achieving a number of significant improvements in major project procurement and improved public service delivery. A wide body of evidence supports the following findings:

- PPPs are bringing forward the delivery of major projects
- The model is achieving value for money, reducing procurement costs and delivering more projects on time and within budget than traditional methods
- PPPs are improving the science of state procurement and have led to wider application of Gateway Review and alliance contracting methods with significant benefits for state procurement outcomes
- Certainty with lifecycle costing
- High levels of construction and design innovation and new technologies.

PPPs are highly leveraged and a number of major assets are either listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) or controlled by listed portfolio investment funds. PPPs are highly dependant on capital markets for many services including:

- Raising equity capital through initial public offerings
- Debt finance
- Financial risk management
- Intermediation, credit insurance and related services
- Innovation from financier-led competitive bids.

Conditions in international and domestic capital markets are unstable and volatile. Present conditions exhibit the following characteristics:

- A 50% fall in stock prices since the market peak in 2007 and stock price volatility
- Limited opportunity for on-market equity raisings
- Increased difficulty raising debt and higher debt financing costs
- Limited supply and repricing of credit insurance
- Uncertainty and lack of confidence.

A consequence of these market conditions is limited availability of equity and debt capital and a higher cost of capital. This condition is exacerbated in Australia where projects listed on the ASX make greater use of medium-term corporate debt and periodic refinancing than other countries. Revaluation and refinancing, once revenue maturity is achieved, are key elements of investment economics through increased leverage, a return to equity and a reduction in the cost of debt. Present market conditions would indicate that these opportunities will be considerably reduced over the medium term.
Present market conditions do not close the door on PPPs but do provide an opportunity for both government and industry to develop a more refined model that is more appropriate for the new environment. This may require a more scientific costed approach to risk allocation, state guarantee support, improved underlying credit credentials and a rethinking of patronage risk. It is a shared responsibility.
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